
for bartenders by bartenders!



Our mission: to improve speed, consistency, 
service and overall guest experience, a 
bartender need to work effortless in an 
environment that is ergonomic, efficient and 
specially designed for the sole purpose of 
making the life of a bartender as friendly as 
possible! 

….Fjalar Goud



Our strategy: We have co-designed all our 
systems with leading bartenders from all 
over the world. Combined with my own 
technical background as bartender and 
engineer, the perfect bar was created.  

        for bartenders by bartenders



Tess Posthumus

Remco Babay Arno van eijmeren

Andrew nichols

Oscar steginga

Lennart deddens
rob rademaker

Spike merchant

isaac Washington

Misja vorstermans

by bartender for bartenders 
More then 50 bartenders helped to create the perfect bar system



to be efficient, 90 % of the menu needs to be 
made in a circle of just 2 steps! If you are Out of 
the circle…you lose money. every second counts! 
shrinking your work radius will gain more 
revenue then your Sunday pub-quiz! all our bar 
stations are designed with this principal in mind. 
focus on efficiency first and speed will follow!



5 drinks x price drink x  peak hours x bartenders x day’s 

Per day 
friday night 

Per week 
3 busy nights 

Per month 
4 x 3 busy nights 

Per Year 
12 x 4 x 3 busy nights

5 drinks x 9,- x  4  x 3 x 1 = 540 

5 drinks x 9,- x  4  x 3 x 3 = 1620 

5 drinks x 9,- x  4  x 3 x 12 = 6480,- 

5 drinks x 9,- x  4  x 3 x 144 = 77760,- 

(peak hours = on average 4 hours a week)

Spending 2,5 will earn you 77k! 
our systems allows you to make at least 5 more drinks per hour then your standard system!



Ice chest for  
cubes and crushed ice 

Speedrail 8 bottles 

Mixers/purees/spirits

 Integrated cutting-board with 
easy accessible waste bin 

Unique “Infinity” 
cleaning system

 Water jets

Garnish 
 condiments

Tool holder

Ultimate Infinity cocktail station 
the industry standard !



We use the finest stainless steel for 
durability and hygiene. All our systems are 
manufactured to the highest possible 
specifications. Every bar is laser cut, 
machine folded, robot welded and finally 
hand grinded and polished to perfection! 



Mighty Mini Station 
its small but mighty! the perfect station for 
longdrinks and cocktails 

1000 x 600 x 350 mm 

Ultimate Infinity Station 
This is the ultimate cocktail station, developed for 
bartenders by bartenders. The industry standard! 

1500 x 600 x 350 mm 

Double Infinity Station  
when space is an issue, here is the solution 
two bartenders in two meters 

2000 x 600 x 350 mm 

Our systems 



Mighty Mini Station 
fully integrated stainless steel underbar 

1000 x 600 x 350 mm 

Ultimate Infinity Station 
fully integrated stainless steel underbar 

1500 x 600 x 350 mm 

Our options 
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From high volume club to high-end cocktail bar 

85% of all high-end cocktails bars in the Netherlands use our systems 

Last 5 years all winning bars at “the hospitality & style award” used our system 

We have been award with the “gouden strik award” for best bar system 

we sold more then 150 standard bar stations in 2016 

Pulitzer bar Amsterdam, Holland 
Ketel One distillery  Schiedam, Holland 
Krasnapolsky NH Hotel Amsterdam, Holland 
mr mofongo distillery Groningen, Holland 
Diageo bar academy  Amsterdam, Holland 
The harbourclub Ibiza, Spain 
The Nautical Academy Barcelona, Spain 
Sofie’s Living room  Koksijde, Belgium 
Diageo bar academy   Antwerpen, Belgium 
Sarabande foundation London, United Kingdom 
Luke's Cocktailbar  Willemstad, Curacao 

projects, facts and figures…






